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Abstract14

Opinion formation within society follows complex dynamics. Towards its understanding,15

axiomatic theory can complement data analysis. To this end we propose an axiomatic16

model of opinion formation that aims to capture the interaction of individual conviction17

with social influence in a minimalistic fashion. Despite only representing that (1) an18

agent has an initial conviction with respect to a topic and is (2) being influenced by their19

neighbours, the model shows emergence of opinion clusters from an initially unstructured20

state. Here we show, that increasing individual self-reliance makes agents more likely21

to align their socially influenced opinion with their inner conviction which concomitantly22

leads to increased polarisation. The opinion drift observed with increasing self-reliance23

matches matches real world polarisation trends. Modelling the basic traits of striving24

for individual versus group identity, we find a trade-off between individual fulfilment and25

societal cohesion. This finding from fundamental assumptions can serve as a building26

block to explain societal opinion formation.27
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Humans make thousands of decisions every day. Most of them are small and largely28

inconsequential, or affect only their personal life, but some major decisions, like for example29

on election days, form the future of societies. These major decisions are preceded by an30

opinion formation process that does not take place in isolation but evolves dynamically in31

relation with others. Understanding the mechanics of opinion formation and decision making32

and its underlying mechanisms is of crucial relevance for social processes at all scales. This33

need is especially highlighted by the contrast between increasing political polarisation in34

many countries on the one hand and the urgent need for collective societal action to deal35

with major crises such as the Covid-19 pandemic or climate change.36

37

The connection of complex systems theory with social sciences1, which stresses the38

general importance of polarisation in society2, have inspired a number of ways to incorporate39

polarisation and radicalisation in agent-based models, which are a popular tool to explore40

dynamic opinion formation and collective decision making3;4;5;6. Recent interdisciplinary41

studies have for example extended homophily based models7 by introducing the concept42

of bias assimilation8 which assumes a mechanism where agents are more likely to believe43

opinions that are similar to their own. Furthermore, it has been proposed to include a44

radicalisation parameter9 which determines how agents perceive others’ opinions. The effects45

of homophily have been explored with regard to polarisation regarding leisure activities10
46

as well as with respect to multi-dimensional opinion modelling11 or emergence of network47

structure12. An alternative are additions to attraction-repulsion based models of opinion48

formation, where Axelrod et al.13 explore polarisation and possible intervention strategies.49

Recent studies also analyse the mechanisms of polarisation of elites14, the emergence of50

political factions under increasingly partisan identities15;16 or effects of political shocks on51

polarisation17. Further complex systems studies of specific conditions for polarisation in52

agent-based models explore the effects of coupled layers as a model of echo chambers18 or53

combine polarisation and network evolution19. Recent empirical studies on social networks54

are divided between finding finding increasing effects of echo chambers20;21 and recent high55
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level publications finding no increase in polarisation due to dynamics of polarisation sampling56

data from Facebook22;23.57

Polarisation and its repercussions remain an important area of research about opinion58

formation1;2 as it influences societal decisions which was exemplified during the recent59

Covid-19 pandemic24;25;26. Further effects of polarised society include the potential hindering60

of societal beneficial change processes after a tipping point like intervention changed circum-61

stances27, influencing election results election results in the USA28, foreshadow right wing62

terrorism29 or feedback into policies like climate mitigation30.63

Here, we add to this literature by proposing a simple agent-based model which captures64

dynamic opinion formation against the backdrop of two opposing but fundamental human65

social desires: Belonging to a group and at the same time pursuing individual goals, i.e.66

to some extent stick out of the group. These desires have been described for example in67

Brewer’s optimal distinctiveness theory31, that posits the need to balance assimilation and68

distinction from others, while Deci’s and Ryans’s self determination theory32 also differenti-69

ates between individual and collective needs, labelled as "autonomy" and "relatedness". We70

explore whether this juxtaposition between the needs for similarity, belonging and likeness71

on the one hand and individuality and independence on the other hand is a plausible driving72

mechanism for opinion formation. Hence, we integrate the strive to be individual and similar73

into a dynamics simulation, thus bridging the gap between theories of self-expression and74

models of opinion formation.75

76

We formalise this in our model (Fig. 1) by assigning every agent a continuous "self-77

reliance" parameter γ which describes how dependent on others the agent is in their opinion78

formation (continuous value between zero – "very dependent" to one "very self-reliant"). Fur-79

ther, every agent has an initial conviction A∗
i , which represents their intrinsic opinion on a topic80

(scaled continuously from zero - "full opposition" to one - "full agreement"). Both parameters81

are distributed uniformly in the basic version of the model. The agents are then randomly82

placed on a regular, periodic grid (100 x 100 agents by default). All qualitative results are83

obtained by averaging over model ensembles of 100 varying initial distributions. Every agent84
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is equally influenced by the eight neighbours around them. At each time step, every agent85

updates their attitude A based on the self-reliance weighted influence of their neighbours86

and the disparity between their own opinion and the opinions in their neighbourhood (see87

Fig. 1). Once the model has completed the final time step and reached a stable state, every88

agent makes a final decision for zero or one, determined by a specified threshold of their final89

attitude (default is 0.5). We provide a mathematical description of the model in the methods.90

While simple, this model set-up has multiple advantages. First, it is easily adjustable as the91

agent number, size and weighting of neighbourhood influence and parameter distributions are92

modular. Second, it relies on very few input parameters. The genesis of opinions (going from93

initial to final attitude) is not influenced by externally specified thresholds and all polarisation94

observed is emergent. Finally, the interpretation is comprehensible, allowing an unobstructed95

view on the mechanism.96

97

In the remainder of the paper, we first show the emergence of divided groups from the98

random initialisation described above (Fig. 2). Next, we explore how the share of agents with99

high self-reliance agents changes the strength of polarisation between the groups (Fig. 3,100

Fig. 4). Finally, we compute the alignment between the intrinsic attitude of the agents and the101

final decision and show the trade-off between this decision alignment and societal cohesion102

(figs. 5 and 6).103
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Figure 1: Model setup and dynamics. Agents are initialised with an degree of self-reliance

γi , expressing individualism, and an initial conviction A∗
i , which is also the starting value for

attitude Ai . They are placed on a regular periodic grid and assigned neighbourhoods based

on a Chebyshev distance. At each time-step, agents form a attitude Ai with the dynamics

factoring in the influence of the neighbourhood and the self-reliant strive towards the initial

conviction. Once the equilibrium is reached, each agent is assigned a final decision and the

final state is the basis for following analyses.
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Results104

Emergence of a stable and opinion-divided society105

For uniform distributions of initial attitude and self-reliance, we consistently find an emergence106

of stable, polarised decision clusters. Fig. 2 shows the difference between the initial attitude107

(a) and initial decision (c) and the final attitude (b) and decision (d) exemplary on a 100x100108

grid. In the initialisation, no patterns or structure are visible. After evolving the model for 1000109

time steps, we see clusters of agents with final attitudes (b) that strongly diverge from the110

threshold (here 0.5) in either direction surrounded by agents with very moderate opinions.111

This suggests that neighbourhoods can be overly influenced by few self-reliant agents, which112

mirrors patterns observed in the structure of scale-free social networks, where few agents are113

influential (many connections) and many agents are influenced (few connections). Visualising114

the final decision (d) shows multiple distinct decision clusters. For both possible decisions115

(one or zero) there is one large cluster and multiple smaller clusters.116

We expand on the uniform initialisation by considering normal distributions of agent self-117

reliance with varying means (Supplementary Fig. 1) as well as varying standard deviations118

(Supplementary Figs. 6, 11 and 16). Initial attitude as well as agent placement remain as119

before. Again we observe the formation of stable, opposing opinion clusters in all realisations.120

The size and balance of clusters changes with the distribution of individualistic agents. Smaller121

average self-reliance induces the formation of larger cluster, larger average self-reliance122

implies fine clustering. Small mean and standard deviation of self-reliance leads to very small123

differences in final attitude (Supplementary Fig. 6), showing that variation of self-reliance is124

necessary for strong clustering to emerge.125

Overall, these results show that the proposed simple decision model leads to non-trivial126

decision patterns based on the trade-off between social influences and reliance on personal127

attitude. Few, strongly minded agents are sufficient to create large, stable clusters.128
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Societal polarisation increases with more individualistic agents129

The exemplary results in Fig. 2 suggest that opinion clusters form around few agents with a130

very strong final attitude and many agents with a more moderate final attitude. We systemati-131

cally explore this by considering an ensemble of societies, each with 10,000 agents, over 100132

runs varying the uniform distribution of initial variables. To evaluate how the attitude evolved,133

we split agents according to their initial decision (threshold of 0.5, i.e. A∗
i < 0.5 and A∗

i ≥ 0.5)134

and visualise the distribution of the final attitude separately for each group (Fig. 3 a).135

We find that the final attitude is approximately normally distributed but with long tails.136

The majority of agents sticks with their inherent decision but their attitude becomes more137

moderate. In contrast to the initial uniform distribution, the median is much closer to 0.5 in the138

final distribution for both groups. A tail of agents with small or large attitudes remains. The139

joint near-normal distribution of final attitudes matches distributions of opinions observed in140

real-life33;34. To investigate the impact of changing distributions of self-reliance, we consider141

normally distributed self-reliance (γ) instead of a uniform distribution. All other initial values142

remain the same. We fix the standard deviation as σ(γ) = 0.1 and consider different means143

of the normal distribution (µ(γ) = 0.5, µ(γ) = 0.7, µ(γ) = 0.9). We then evaluate how the144

distribution of the final attitude changes in response. With increasing mean of self-reliance,145

i.e. a higher share of individualistic agents, the variance of the final attitude distribution146

increases and the difference in the final mean attitude of the two groups grows (Fig. 4 b-d).147

This maps an opinion drift towards stronger polarisation. To assess which agents populate148

the opinion tails, we merge the runs with varying means (µ ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}) into149

a shared ensemble and visualise the distribution of the final attitude separately for different150

thresholds of self-reliance (γ ≤ 1
3 , 1

3 < γ ≤ 2
3 , 2

3 < γ). As shown in Fig. 4, agents that have a151

higher self-reliance populate the tails of the final attitude distribution, such that these highly152

self-reliant individuals drive the polarisation of society at large, an observation also made in153

previous studies of more complex models35.154

Varying the standard deviation of the normal distribution of self-reliance compared to155

Fig. 3 in Supplementary Figs. 7, 12 and 17 the characteristics of resulting distributions persist,156

with lower standard deviations leading to slightly more concentrated attitudes (Supplementary157
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Fig. 7) and higher standard deviation to a larger spread (Supplementary Fig. 17). This also158

holds for Fig. 4 as shown in Supplementary Figs. 8, 13 and 18.159

We also relax the assumption that initial attitude Ai equals inherent conviction A∗
i , ob-160

serving similar increasing opinion spread with increasing self-reliance (Supplementary Figs.161

21–24).162

The opinion drift and polarisation observed here for increasing numbers of self-reliant163

agents ties in with empirical observations of societies that experience a growing number164

of citizens with strong, opposing political opinions over time. An example is the political165

polarisation of the United States, where opinion polls show near-normal distributions that166

drift apart over time34. This suggests that the mechanism we model has potential to map167

real-world phenomena.168

Trade-off between self fulfilment and social cohesion169

Every agent is equipped with an initial attitude which represents their individual stance of a170

topic. Their final attitude, on the other hand, arises dynamically in the field of tension between171

the influence of the neighbours and the initial opinion, weighted according to self-reliance.172

We now assess if the decision the agent would have taken based on their initial attitude173

(0 if A∗
i ≤ 0.5, else 1) aligns with their final decision, taken based on the final attitude. The174

societal level of self-fulfilment is computed as share of all agents where initial and final175

decision agree (Fig. 5a). This shows that societies with more self-reliant agent achieve a176

higher average decision alignment: the agents are more prone to follow their own beliefs177

independently of their neighbourhoods. This behaviour is approximated with a mean-field178

approximation (see methods, grey line in Fig. 5a), showing that the society-wide mean self179

reliance might be used as a proxy to estimate results emerging from simulations based180

on individual agents. We contrast the alignment with the intrinsic goals with a measure of181

societal cohesion, which has been defined along three core dimensions36: Quality of social182

relations, identification with society and orientation towards the common good. We compute183

the difference of 90th and 10th percentile of the final attitude (Fig. 5b). This opinion spread184
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measures the distance of opinions between the radical ends of the opinion spectrum, proxying185

identification with society represented by the average opinion as well as the ability of society186

to agree on the common good. It also increases with self-reliance, indicating a larger spread187

of attitudes and thus a potential decrease of social cohesion, since opinions in society are188

drifting apart. This means we observe a trade-off: If the number of self-reliant agents is189

low the opinion spread is small and social cohesion is high. However, the societal decision190

alignment is also lower as agents have to compromise more. We show this in Fig. 6 combining191

decision alignment against opinion spread. Varying the percentile levels leads to qualitative192

similar results compared to Fig. 5 in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 4 as well as for Fig. 6 in193

Supplementary Figs. 3 and 5. Also variation of the standard deviation of self-reliance does194

not alter the main observations, as shown for Fig. 5 in Supplementary Figs. 9, 14 and 19 and195

Fig. 6 in Supplementary Figs. 10, 15 and 20.196

Discussion197

Examining underlying drivers for human decision making is crucial for understanding societal198

processes. In this study, we use an agent-based approach to model opinion formation against199

the push-and-pull of individuality and group belonging. This approach is motivated by optimal200

distinctiveness theory31 and the related concept of self-determination32. Even though there201

are individual studies exploring optimal distinctiveness theory in agent-based modelling37,202

these studies do not discuss the broader implications for societal opinion formation. We203

pursue a strategy of model-driven exploration of behavioural patterns, positing that relatively204

simple rules for agents can reproduce emerging phenomena of society as demonstrated in205

recent work on emerging ostracism38.206

We find that even in a simple model, these opinion dynamics lead to polarisation with207

stable, opposing opinion clusters. Further, with an increasing number of independent agents208

which are difficult to influence, a stronger drift between opposing views emerges, culminating209

in a trade-off between the agent-level individual alignment with their personal opinion and210

societal cohesion.211
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Our findings align with empirical evidence for opinion drift that leads to stronger societal212

polarisation such as the political polarisation of the United States in the last decades34. The213

data the drifting apart of the mean distributions of political alignment between Republican214

and Democratic voters which maps the drift in attitude means we observe in Fig. 3. This215

suggests that the juxtaposition between belonging and self-reliance might be a mechanism216

that promotes social polarisation which complements other polarisation mechanisms that217

have been examined in the theoretical and empirical literature. The fact that more self-reliant218

agents lead the opinions of others can be connected to recent empirical work on political219

opinions39. Showing that complementing homophily by the preference to agree with more220

radical options, named acrophily, might contribute to political segregation. Thus our finding221

a trade-off between self-reliance and the higher frequency of more extreme opinions might222

be a harbinger of a divided opinion spectrum if self-reliance crosses a societal threshold. In223

contrast to theoretical work9 or models13 exploring polarisation of society, we do not model224

explicit repulsion from other opinions. Polarisation emerges from a stronger drive towards225

a personal inherent opinion. While this is a variation of similar mechanisms, the proposed226

interpretation as reliance on your own opinion aligns with psychological concepts like optimal227

distinction theory31 or self-determination32. Introducing a bias towards a personal opinion,228

our model is related but distinct from the inclusion of biased-assimilation8.229

Since we aim to present a model as simple as possible, we omit additional mechanisms -230

but as Baldessari2 argues it is hard to provide a granular general model and thus we present231

this new perspective on how polarisation might be driven by preference for inherent opinions232

as one potential part of the puzzle on the drivers and consequences societal polarisation.233

While our model is simple, it reproduces multiple previous findings of more complex models,234

especially we find polarisation emerging form a random initial state, the tendency to follow235

more radical agents and a connected trade-off between societal cohesion and individuality.236

We have shown that by introducing an intuitive component of self-reliance into averaging237

neighbours model7, polarisation emerges from an increasing spread of opinions and clus-238

tering occurs. Thus considering the individual reliance on inherent opinion complementing239
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adjustment to opinions of social contacts may contribute to explaining multiple society wide240

phenomena of human decision making.241
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a Initial attitude b Final attitude

c Initial decision d Final decision
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1

Figure 2: Trade-off between belonging and individualism leads to emergence of stable,

opposing opinion clusters a shows the uniformly distributed initial attitude for each agent.

Agents are placed randomly on the periodic grid. b shows the attitude after evolving the

model for 1000 time steps. Opinion clusters emerge around few agents with strong opinions

and many agents with more moderate views. c visualises the binary initial decision, which is

based on the initial attitude (threshold of 0.5). No clusters are visible. In contrast, the final

decision (d), which is based on the final attitude, shows clear opinion clusters.
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Figure 3: Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies. Panels show his-

tograms of final attitude: a for uniform parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ

with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with

mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction < 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines

show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Figure 4: Highly self-reliant individuals have more polarised opinions. Histograms of

final attitude for bins of individual self-reliance γ based on ensemble of normal distributions

of γ with means between 0.5 and 0.9
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Figure 5: Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion. a shows the de-

cision alignment in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents. The decision

alignment is computed as the average over the differences between the agents’ initial decision

and their final decision after evolving the model. The grey dots show an analytical approxi-

mation based on a mean-field approximation (Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium

with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25). b shows the opinion spread in dependence

of the average number of self-reliant agents measured as the difference between the 90th

and 10th percentiles of the distribution of the final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about

0.8 due to the uniform distribution of the initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal

opinions are drifting apart and social cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between

higher personal decision alignment with more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion

with less self-reliant agents. The average number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the

mean of a normal distribution with mean γ and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the

self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on

100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Figure 6: Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with inherent decision.

Decision alignment and opinion spread increase for higher mean self-reliance. Markers show

mean values for colour-coded mean self-reliance.
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Methods242

Model description243

We include the effects of self-reliance in an agent-based model of opinion formation based244

on interaction with neighbours. We assume that each agent has two time-invariant attributes:245

An initial conviction A∗
i ∈ [0, 1] and a degree of self-reliance γi ∈ [0, 1], which expresses the246

agent’s need for individualism with γi = 1 corresponding to individualistic opinion formation247

and γi = 0 implying opinion formation purely driven by the social neighbourhood. Further248

each agents current opinion is described by a time-varying attitude parameter Ai ∈ [0, 1],249

which evolves as described by eq. (1). To initialise agent i at t = 0, attitude is initialised equal250

to initial conviction A∗
i = Ai(0). A∗

i and γi are drawn from independent random distributions.251

For model variation, we provide results with independent draws of initial conviction A∗
i and252

initial attitude Ai(0) in the supplement.253

Agent i interacts with a set of neighbours Mi . In our simple example on a grid with periodic254

boundaries, i.e. a torus, all agents j with Chebyshev distance dC := max
(
xj − xi , yj − yi

)
≤ 1255

to agent i are part of the neighbourhood Mi . The strength of the influence of j on i is given by256

the weight wj ,i , which we assume to be constant as wj ,i := 1
#Mi

∀ i , j for the sake of simplicity.257

For applications of our modelling framework on a network structure, these assumptions can258

be relaxed in the open source model implementation.259

At each time step t , agent i adjusts their attitude Ai according to its difference to the

average attitude of its neighbourhood (defined via the neighbourhood influence, Ni ) weighted

by 1 − γi and to its initial conviction A∗
i weighted by γi |Ni |. Herein the self-reliance term is

proportional to the attitude difference to the neighbourhood. Thus the stronger one’s opinion

differs from that of your neighbours, the stronger the influence of your initial conviction. If the

neighbours already have the same attitude as oneself, the influence of the initial Including a

time scale τ, the dynamics of Ai are given by

∆Ai

∆t
=

1
τ
((1 − γi)Ni + γi |Ni | (A∗

i − Ai)) (1)

17



with neighbourhood influence defined as Ni = ∑j∈Mi
wj ,i(Aj − Ai). An alternative representa-

tion of the same dynamics offers a slightly different interpretation.

∆Ai

∆t
=

|Ni |
τ

(
(1 − γi)

Ni

|Ni |
+ γi (A∗

i − Ai)

)
=

|Ni |
τ

((1 − γi)sign (Ni) + γi (A∗
i − Ai)) (2)

In this representation the difference to the neighbourhood merely changes the time scale of260

the dynamics. The core of the dynamics (within the parenthesis) is now a competition between261

the influence of the individual initial conviction and the neighbourhood which now merely262

enters as a direction of change, since only the sign of the difference enters the dynamics.263

To analyse the resulting equilibria in our simple framework, we run the model until it264

converges to a steady state. Once the model has reached its equilibrium, each agent is265

assigned a final decision di266

di = 1Ai>0.5 (3)267

The model structure and dynamics are visualised in Fig. 1.268

Equilibrium conditions The model equilibrium is given by the concurrent individual agent269

equilibria defined by the condition270

0 =
1
τ
((1 − γi)Ni + γi |Ni |(A∗

i − Ai)) . (4)271

This equation has two qualitatively different solutions:272

Ni = 0 and A∗
i − Ai =

1 − γi

γi
sign (Ni) (5)273

The first solution describes the situation when an agents attitude equals the average of274

their neighbours attitudes. The second equilibrium with Ni ̸= 0 is reached if the dissonance275

between initial conviction and actual attitude is equal to the strength of individuality and276
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direction of the disagreement with the neighbours. From the parameter ranges of γi , A∗
i and277

Ai follows that this equilibrium can only be met by agents with γi ≥ 0.5, since278

1 ≥ |A∗
i − Ai | =

1 − γi

γi
⇒ γi ≥ 0.5 (6)279

Analytical derivation of average decision alignment280

To analyse the dependence of society wide decision alignment ∆ on the distribution of self-281

reliance γi , we approximate the expected decision alignment of agent i with self-reliance γi282

based on the possible equilibria eq. (5). The expectation of δi in the final equilibrated state283

can be estimated as284

E [δi)] ≈ P(Ni < 0)P(δi = 1|Ni < 0)+P(Ni > 0)P(δi = 1|Ni > 0)+P(Ni = 0)P(δi = 1|Ni = 0),

(7)285

assuming independence of Ni from Ai , which is wrong on the individual level, but can be286

considered a mean-field approximation of societal behaviour at large.287

Assuming equilibrium with Ni ̸= 0 we derive in the next paragraph, that288

P(δi = 1|Ni < 0) = P(δi = 1|Ni > 0) =
1
2
+

1
2

P(U (0, 0.5) >
1 − γi

γi
). (8)289

For Ni = 0 it follows due to the uniform distribution of Ai and A∗
i , that

P(δi = 1|Ni = 0) = P(δi = 1|Ai < 0.5) + P(δi = 1|Ai ≥ 0.5) =
1
4
+

1
4

.

Thus, with this simplifying mean-field analysis we find

E [δi)] = [P(Ni < 0) + P(Ni > 0)]
[

1
2
+ P(U (0, 0.5) >

1 − γi

γi
)

]
+

1
2

P(Ni = 0) (9)

=
1
2
+ [P(Ni ̸= 0)]P(U (0, 0.5) >

1 − γi

γi
) (10)
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Considering P(U (0, 0.5) > 1−γi
γi

), it follows that only individuals with γi ≥ 2
3 can contribute to

this term, since

0.5 ≥ 1 − γi

γi
⇔ 0.5γi ≥ 1 − γi ⇔ γi ≥

2
3

Detailed derivation of eq. (8) We consider the case Ni < 0 and Ni > 0 separately. We use290

the uniform distribution of A∗
i ∈ [0, 1]. We assume that Ni is independent of Ai or A∗

i . This291

assumption is simplifying and may be used to estimate the average over all agents, not for292

individual agents i . Decision alignment δi = 1, if A∗
i > 1

2 and Ai >
1
2 or A∗

i < 1
2 and Ai <

1
2 .293

If Ni < 0, the equilibrium is given by

Ai = A∗
i +

1 − γi

γi
.

For A∗
i > 1

2 , Ai > 1
2 if A∗

i +
1−γi

γi
> 1

2 , which holds since 1−γi
γi

≥ 0. For A∗
i < 1

2 , Ai < 1
2294

if A∗
i + 1−γi

γi
< 1

2 , which holds if A∗
i − 1

2 < −1−γi
γi

. Since A∗
i < 1

2 , this is equivalent to295

P(U (−0.5, 0) < −1−γi
γi

).296

If Ni > 0, the equilibrium is given by

Ai = A∗
i −

1 − γi

γi
.

For A∗
i > 1

2 , Ai >
1
2 if A∗

i +
1−γi

γi
> 1

2 , which holds if A∗
i −

1
2 > 1−γi

γi
. Since A∗

i > 1
2 , this is297

equivalent to P(U (0, 0.5) > 1−γi
γi

). For A∗
i < 1

2 , Ai <
1
2 if A∗

i −
1−γi

γi
< 1

2 , which holds since298

1−γi
γi

≥ 0.299

With P(A∗
i ) < 0.5) = P(A∗

i ) > 0.5) = 1
2 and P(U (0, 0.5) > 1−γi

γi
) = P(U (−0.5, 0) <300

−1−γi
γi

), eq. (8) follows.301

Supplementary Material302

Supplementary material is available online.303
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Code availability304

The model code and analysis code will be available open source on Github.305

Data availability306

The simulation data that support the findings of this study will be openly available at the public307

repository for this publication with identifier 10.5281/zenodo.8363819.308
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Supplementary figures6

Supplementary figure 1 Clusters vary with mean for standard deviation σ = 0.107

Supplementary figure 2 Fig. 5 for opinion spread between the 95th and 5th percentiles.8

Supplementary figure 3 Fig. 6 for opinion spread between the 95th and 5th percentiles.9

Supplementary figure 4 Fig. 5 for opinion spread between the 75th and 25th percentiles.10

Supplementary figure 5 Fig. 6 for opinion spread between the 75th and 25th percentiles.11

Supplementary figure 6 Clusters vary with mean for standard deviation σ = 0.0512

Supplementary figure 7 Fig. 3 for standard deviation σ = 0.0513

Supplementary figure 8 Fig. 4 for standard deviation σ = 0.0514

Supplementary figure 9 Fig. 5 for standard deviation σ = 0.0515

Supplementary figure 10 Fig. 6 for standard deviation σ = 0.0516

Supplementary figure 11 Clusters vary with mean for standard deviation σ = 0.1517

Supplementary figure 12 Fig. 3 for standard deviation σ = 0.1518

Supplementary figure 13 Fig. 4 for standard deviation σ = 0.1519

Supplementary figure 14 Fig. 5 for standard deviation σ = 0.1520

Supplementary figure 15 Fig. 6 for standard deviation σ = 0.1521

Supplementary figure 16 Clusters vary with mean for standard deviation σ = 0.2022

Supplementary figure 17 Fig. 3 for standard deviation σ = 0.2023

Supplementary figure 18 Fig. 4 for standard deviation σ = 0.2024
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Supplementary figure 20 Fig. 6 for standard deviation σ = 0.2026
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Supplementary figure 22 Fig. 3 with independent initial Ai and A∗
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Supplementary figure 23 Fig. 3 with independent initial Ai and A∗
i for standard deviation σ = 0.1529

Supplementary figure 24 Fig. 3 with independent initial Ai and A∗
i for standard deviation σ = 0.2030

Supplementary figure 25 Parameter space for γ of the two-agents model31
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Supplementary Figure 1 Emergence of opinion clusters changes with distribution of γ

– standard deviation σ = 0.1 as in the main Panels shows the attitude after evolving the

model for 1000 time steps a for normal distributed γi with mean 0.5, b for normal distributed

γi with mean 0.7 and c for normal distributed γi with mean 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 2 Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion –

standard deviation σ = 0.10. a shows the decision alignment in dependence of the average

number of self-reliant agents. The decision alignment is computed as the average over the

differences between the agents’ initial decision and their final decision after evolving the

model. The grey dots show an analytical approximation based on a mean-field approximation

(Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25).

b shows the opinion spread in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents

measured as the difference between the 95th and 5th percentiles of the distribution of the

final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about 0.9 due to the uniform distribution of the

initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal opinions are drifting apart and social

cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between higher personal decision alignment with

more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion with less self-reliant agents. The average

number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the mean of a normal distribution with mean γ

and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands

show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on 100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 3 Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with inherent

decision – standard deviation σ = 0.10. Decision alignment and opinion spread increase

for higher mean self-reliance. Opinion spread between the 95th and 5th percentiles of final

attitudes. Markers show mean values for colour-coded mean self-reliance.
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Supplementary Figure 4 Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion –

standard deviation σ = 0.10. a shows the decision alignment in dependence of the average

number of self-reliant agents. The decision alignment is computed as the average over the

differences between the agents’ initial decision and their final decision after evolving the

model. The grey dots show an analytical approximation based on a mean-field approximation

(Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25).

b shows the opinion spread in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents

measured as the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of the distribution of the

final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about 0.5 due to the uniform distribution of the

initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal opinions are drifting apart and social

cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between higher personal decision alignment with

more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion with less self-reliant agents. The average

number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the mean of a normal distribution with mean γ

and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands

show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on 100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with inherent

decision – standard deviation σ = 0.10. Decision alignment and opinion spread increase

for higher mean self-reliance. Opinion spread between the 75th and 25th percentiles of final

attitudes. Markers show mean values for colour-coded mean self-reliance.
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Sensitivity to standard deviation for the normal distributions of self-32

reliance33

To check sensitivity of the main results using a standard deviation of 0.1 for the normal34

distribution of self-reliance γ, we show results for alternative parameters:35

Standard deviation σ = 0.0536

a
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Supplementary Figure 6 Emergence of opinion clusters changes with distribution of γ

– standard deviation σ = 0.05. Panels shows the attitude after evolving the model for 1000

time steps a for normal distributed γi with mean 0.5, b for normal distributed γi with mean

0.7 and c for normal distributed γi with mean 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 7 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies –

standard deviation σ = 0.05. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform param-

eterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed γ with

mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction < 0.5,

blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 8 Highly self-reliant individuals have more polarised opinions –

standard deviation σ = 0.05. Histograms of final attitude for bins of individual self-reliance

γ based on ensemble of normal distributions of γ with means between 0.5 and 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 9 Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion –

standard deviation σ = 0.05. a shows the decision alignment in dependence of the average

number of self-reliant agents. The decision alignment is computed as the average over the

differences between the agents’ initial decision and their final decision after evolving the

model. The grey dots show an analytical approximation based on a mean-field approximation

(Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25).

b shows the opinion spread in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents

measured as the difference between the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution of the

final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about 0.8 due to the uniform distribution of the

initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal opinions are drifting apart and social

cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between higher personal decision alignment with

more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion with less self-reliant agents. The average

number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the mean of a normal distribution with mean γ

and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands

show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on 100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 10 Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with in-

herent decision – standard deviation σ = 0.05. Decision alignment and opinion spread

increase for higher mean self-reliance. Markers show mean values for colour-coded mean

self-reliance.
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Standard deviation σ = 0.1537
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Supplementary Figure 11 Emergence of opinion clusters changes with distribution of

γ – standard deviation σ = 0.15. Panels shows the attitude after evolving the model for

1000 time steps a for normal distributed γi with mean 0.5, b for normal distributed γi with

mean 0.7 and c for normal distributed γi with mean 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 12 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.15. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 13 Highly self-reliant individuals have more polarised opinions –

standard deviation σ = 0.15. Histograms of final attitude for bins of individual self-reliance

γ based on ensemble of normal distributions of γ with means between 0.5 and 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 14 Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion –

standard deviation σ = 0.15. a shows the decision alignment in dependence of the average

number of self-reliant agents. The decision alignment is computed as the average over the

differences between the agents’ initial decision and their final decision after evolving the

model. The grey dots show an analytical approximation based on a mean-field approximation

(Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25).

b shows the opinion spread in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents

measured as the difference between the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution of the

final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about 0.8 due to the uniform distribution of the

initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal opinions are drifting apart and social

cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between higher personal decision alignment with

more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion with less self-reliant agents. The average

number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the mean of a normal distribution with mean γ

and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands

show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on 100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 15 Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with in-

herent decision – standard deviation σ = 0.15. Decision alignment and opinion spread

increase for higher mean self-reliance. Markers show mean values for colour-coded mean

self-reliance.
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Standard deviation σ = 0.2038
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Supplementary Figure 16 Emergence of opinion clusters changes with distribution of

γ – standard deviation σ = 0.20. Panels shows the attitude after evolving the model for

1000 time steps a for normal distributed γi with mean 0.5, b for normal distributed γi with

mean 0.7 and c for normal distributed γi with mean 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 17 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.20. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 18 Highly self-reliant individuals have more polarised opinions –

standard deviation σ = 0.20. Histograms of final attitude for bins of individual self-reliance

γ based on ensemble of normal distributions of γ with means between 0.5 and 0.9
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Supplementary Figure 19 Trade-off between decision alignment and social cohesion –

standard deviation σ = 0.20. a shows the decision alignment in dependence of the average

number of self-reliant agents. The decision alignment is computed as the average over the

differences between the agents’ initial decision and their final decision after evolving the

model. The grey dots show an analytical approximation based on a mean-field approximation

(Assuming 25% of agents are in equilibrium with their neighbours, i. e. P(Ni = 0) = 0.25).

b shows the opinion spread in dependence of the average number of self-reliant agents

measured as the difference between the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution of the

final attitude. (The initial opinion spread is about 0.8 due to the uniform distribution of the

initial attitude.) If the opinion spread is large societal opinions are drifting apart and social

cohesion lowers. Hence, there is a trade-off between higher personal decision alignment with

more self-reliant agents and more social cohesion with less self-reliant agents. The average

number of self-reliant agents corresponds to the mean of a normal distribution with mean γ

and standard deviation σ = 0.1 from which the self-reliance was sampled. Confidence bands

show the [5,95] Confidence interval based on 100 simulations with varying initial conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 20 Trade-off between opinion spread and alignment with in-

herent decision – standard deviation σ = 0.20. Decision alignment and opinion spread

increase for higher mean self-reliance. Markers show mean values for colour-coded mean

self-reliance.
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Assuming independence of initial conviction and initial attitude39

Relaxing the assumption that initial conviction equals initial attitude, we draw both parameters40

independently and find similar distributions of final attitude as shown in Supplementary Figs.41

21–24.42
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Supplementary Figure 21 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.10. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 22 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.05. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 23 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.15. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Supplementary Figure 24 Opinion spread increases in more self-reliant societies

– standard deviation σ = 0.20. Panels show histograms of final attitude: a for uniform

parameterised population, b for normal distributed γ with mean 0.5, c for normal distributed

γ with mean 0.7 and d for normal distributed γ with mean 0.9. Red shows initial conviction

< 0.5, blue shows initial attitude ≥ 0.5. Solid lines show medians, dashed black line 0.5.
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Example: Analytical considerations for a two-agent model43

For the most general two-agents model with γ1 ̸= γ2 we analyse conditions for the existence

of a disagreeing equilibrium. Assuming the time-scaling factor τ to be 1, the dynamic is

described by the map

f(x , y) =

γ1x + (1 − γ1)y + γ1(x̂ − x)|y − x |
γ2y + (1 − γ2)x + γ2(ŷ − y)|y − x |

 (11)

and has the fixed points

x = y and x = x̂ + σ
1 − γ1

γ1
, y = ŷ − σ

1 − γ2

γ2
. (12)

For the sign of the attitude difference σ ∈ {−1, 1} we can assume w.l.o.g. σ = 1 due to44

symmetry. Thus 23 · 1
2 = 4 qualitatively different parameter configurations are possible.45

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

ŷ > x̂ , γ2 > γ1 ŷ > x̂ , γ2 < γ1 ŷ < x̂ , γ2 > γ1 ŷ < x̂ , γ2 < γ1
46

The second fixed point exists (and is stable as shown in the following) if

y > x ↔ ŷ − 1 − γ2

γ2
≥ x̂ +

1 − γ1

γ1
→ 2 + ŷ − x̂ ≥ γ1 + γ2

γ1γ2
. (13)

The area of the parameter space spanned by γ1 and γ2 where this condition is fulfilled is47

shown for different values of the initial convictions difference in Supplementary Fig. 25. For48

x̂ > ŷ this is never the case so that case 3 and 4 of the configurations only allow the stable49

equilibrium x = y .50

The condition for the initial parameters that allow a change of σ (ŷ > x̂) becomes:

(γ2 + γ1 − 1) σ + γ2ŷ − γ1x̂ > γ2y − γ1x . (14)
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Supplementary Figure 25 Parameter space for γ of the two-agents model. Points inside

the dark area meet condition eq. (13) which is required for the existence of a disagreeing

equilibrium. Each panel shows the parameter space for a different gap of initial conviction in

the system.

The Jacobian matrix is given by eq. (15).

Df(x , y) =

γ1(1 − x̂ − y + 2x) 1 − γ1(1 − x̂ + x)

1 − γ2(1 + ŷ − y) γ2(1 + ŷ − 2y + x)

 (15)

Evaluated at the fixed point defined by x = y ≡ η this becomes:

Df(η, η) =

 q1 1 − q1

1 − q2 q2

 , q1 ≡ γ1(1 − x̂ + η) q2 ≡ γ2(1 + ŷ − η) . (16)

The Eigenvalues are given by

0 =(q1 − λ)(q2 − λ)− (1 − q1)(1 − q2) (17)

[q̂ ≡ q1 + q2] (18)

=λ2 − q̂λ + q̂ − 1 → λ+ = q̂ − 1 λ− = 1 . (19)

Since every point along the line x = y is a fixed point of the dynamics λ− is equal to 1.

0 =

(q1 − q̂ + 1)v1
+ + (1 − q1)v2

+

(1 − q2)v1
+ + (q2 − q̂ + 1)v2

+

 → v+ =

q1−1
1−q2

ν

ν

 (20)
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The fixed points are attracting along v+ if |λ+| < 1. If γ1 > 0 ∨ γ2 > 0 it holds51

|γ1(1 + η − x̂) + γ2(1 + ŷ − η)− 1| < 1

↔ 0 < γ1(1 + η − x̂) + γ2(1 + ŷ − η) < 2.
(21)52

In general, it is not trivial to determine if the condition is satisfied as it depends strongly on the53

specific values of the parameters and η. The left side of the inequality is always true for the54

parameters lying inside the open unit interval since min(1 − a − b) = ϵ > 0 for a, b ∈ [0, 1].55

γ1(1 + η − x̂) + γ2(1 + ŷ − η) > γ1ϵ1 + γ2ϵ2 > 0 (22)56

For x̂ > ŷ the right side is also met because57

γ1(1 + η − x̂) + γ2(1 + ŷ − η) ≤ 2 + η − η + ŷ − x̂ < 2 . (23)58

It follows that the fixed point is semi-stable. For ŷ > x̂ it is possible to verify numerically using

the appropriate long-term limit for η that the inequality is satisfied if and only if eq. (13) is not

satisfied. In fact, it can be shown that the second fixed point given in eq. (12) is stable if it

exists. Therefore the Jacobian matrix evaluates to

Df(η1, η2) =

q1 q2

q3 q4

 (24)

59

q1 ≡ γ1(1 − x̂ − y + 2x) = γ1(1 − ŷ + x̂) + 2σ(1 − γ1) + σγ1
1 − γ2

γ2

q2 ≡ 1 − γ1(1 − x̂ + x) = 1 − γ1 − σ(1 − γ1)

q3 ≡ 1 − γ2(1 + ŷ − y) = 1 − γ2 − σ(1 − γ2)

q4 ≡ γ(1 + ŷ − 2y + x) = γ2(1 − ŷ + x̂) + 2σ(1 − γ) + σγ2
1 − γ1

γ1

(25)60
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Using σ = 1 it follows that q2 = 0 and q3 = 0. The resulting matrix is diagonal with

Eigenvalues q1, q4. Stability is guaranteed if |λ| < 1.

1 > |λ| = |q1|

⇔ −1 > γ1(1 − ŷ + x̂)− 2γ1 + γ1
1 − γ2

γ2

⇔ 1 + ŷ − x̂ >
γ2

γ1γ2
+ γ1

1 − γ2

γ1γ2

⇔ 1 + ŷ − x̂ >
γ1 + γ2 − γ1γ2

γ1γ2

⇔ 2 + ŷ − x̂ >
γ1 + γ2

γ1γ2
(for q2 analogously)

(26)

The resulting equation matches the condition for the existence of the fixed point, sucht that if61

the fixed point exists it is stable. Thus the disagreeing equilibrium is stable if it can be reached,62

which depends on the parameters of the model.63
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